
Data Cloud Migration

1. Gain Visibility Into All Your Data, No Matter Where it Resides
As they migrate, users seek a seamless transition to the Snowflake Data Cloud. They need  

visibility into all the existing and Snowflake data sources during and after migration. Alation  

provides a unified view of data throughout migration by connecting to legacy and 

Snowflake data sources – giving you consistent visibility throughout migration and beyond.

2. Realize the Benefits of Snowflake Faster by Identifying & Moving 
Important Data

Most migrations don’t complete within required deadlines. Alation delivers insights derived 

from usage patterns, like which data is most actively used, how it is used, and what data 

assets might be related and relevant. This knowledge ensures that you only migrate what 

matters: that which is useful and relevant to your organization.

3. Reduce Potential Risk while Migrating to Snowflake

Organizations need to move data to the Snowflake Data Cloud while maintaining 

compliance. Alation accelerates the discovery and classification of sensitive data to help 

you meet evolving PII, HIPAA, GDPR or CCPA compliance requirements. The result: You 

migrate to the cloud with total confidence.

Data Governance 
4. Empower Anyone to Find Trusted Data

Everyone needs to trust data before they can use it. Alation surfaces real-time data quality 

information to data scientists and analysts at the point of consumption and analysis.  

Data profiling and sampling provides deep insights into data quality – leading to greater 

trust in data.
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5. Meet Governance Requirements with Ease

Complex governance rules can change by the day, making compliance a challenge for most  

data users. Alation presents governance policies in real-time during data-use analysis. 

Whether you’re writing SQL queries or leveraging BI dashboards, Alation TrustCheck 

promotes best practices directly within your natural workflow; quality and compliance flags 

(data quality, privacy policy, age, etc.) guide awareness and usage.

6. Operationalize Data Governance at Scale

Alation integrates with Snowflake data governance policies to support their creation, 

management, and enforcement across your data ecosystem. Alation users can easily discover 

policies created in Snowflake and apply additional data objects. Alation enforces Snowflake  

data masking and row-access policies based on user role.

Data Analytics
7. Find Data in your Data Cloud

Easily searching and discovering data is paramount to driving data culture. Alation helps 

you to find the best data with natural language search, promoting the most useful assets 

as determined by usage clues. Seamless search and context clues make the data cloud 

accessible to everyone, and raises the functional data literacy of the entire organization.

8. Understand Data in your Data Cloud

Users need to understand data to use it effectively. Alation translates technical terms to 

business language and interprets organizational usage behavior to automate a business 

glossary. Crowd-sourced descriptions, conversations, and wiki-like articles empower you 

to better understand every asset.

9. Leverage the Most Relevant Data in your Data Cloud

Data scientists and analysts are presented with an overwhelming amount of information; 

they just need visibility into the most relevant data. Data domains and faceted search enable 

you to find the most relevant information quicklys. Machine learning spotlights each asset’s 

classification, popularity scores, and top users.

10. Supercharge Collaboration

Data scientists and analysts are often unaware of existing reports, dashboards, and 

visualizations created by colleagues. So they end up recreating work. With Alation, you 

can easily find existing assets and leverage them instantly — enabling productivity and 

collaboration. The result: Accelerated data-driven culture.


